1 -2p cos / + p2
By C we shall denote positive absolute constants, not necessarily always the same at every occurrence. Capital letters A, A', A*, B, C, and so on, with subscripts, will mean positive coefficients depending only on the parameters explicitly stated (for example, C\,,).
Let/(0) be a function of period 2ir and of the Lebesgue class LT, r=l, and let f(6) ~-h 2L(a, cos vd + b, sin v6). ftp, *) = -+£(«» cos v0 + br sin vd)p' = -I ftO + t)P(P, t)dt.
By <p(z) we shall denote the analytic function, the real part of which isf(p, 6).
To fix the ideas, it will be assumed that the imaginary part of <p(z) vanishes at the origin. Thus ftp, 6) = m<t>(z), 30(0) = 0 (z = Peie).
In their investigation on Fourier series Littlewood and Paley introduced two functions, g (6) and g*(6) (1) . The first of these is defined by the formula Presented to the Society, October 30, 1943; received by the editors August 17, 1943. (■) Littlewood and Paley [5] . Numbers in brackets refer to the References listed at the end of the paper.
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As shown by the same authors, the function g (6) satisfies for every r>\ the inequalities a. 2t \l/r / n 2r \l/r / n 2ir \l/r .. l/|rde) ni»gr¿o) =^(io l/|r¿0) * of which the second indicates, in particular, that g (6) is finite almost everywhere, a fact by no means obvious. It must be added that while the second inequality (1.3) is valid without any restriction on/, in the preceding inequality we assume that 0(0) = 0, that is, that the constant term ao/2 of the Fourier series of / is equal to 0. Some such restriction is inevitable since the values of g(d) do not depend on a0, so that if ao is different from 0 and is sufficiently large, the first inequality in ( The proof given below of this theorem is different from that of Littlewood and Paley. They used an argument modeled on the proof of the second inequality (1.3). The present proof reduces (1.5) to the second inequality (1.3).
2. It will be useful to precede the proof of the theorem by some remarks concerning the function g*(d).
That function played an important part in the proofs of Littlewood and Paley. Although it is possible to eliminate g*(0) from those proofs (and so to simplify the argument(3)), a study of that function seems to be of independent interest, for more than one reason.
For example, the function g*(6) intervenes in some estimates for the partial sums of Fourier series and it is quite likely that its presence there is essential (4).
Not less important is the fact that g*(6) is related to another function which has a very simple geometric significance.
For let ßo denote any domain limited by a simple closed curve To, contained in the circle | z| <1, except for the point z= 1 which r0 has in common with the circumference (D l«l-i.
We assume that T0 is nontangential to Y at the point z=l, that is to say that in the neighborhood of z = 1 the curve To is comprised between two chords of V through that point. Without loss of generality we may assume that To is limited by the two tangents from z= 1 to the circumference |z| = 1-tj, 0 < 17 < 1, and by the more distant arc of that circumference. For if tj is small enough this domain will contain any other domain with the properties stated above.
It is easy to see that in this domain ß0 the expression The geometric significance of the expression 5(0) is obvious: its square represents the area (multiple points counted according to their multiplicity) of the region obtained from Q« by the transformation w = <p(z). The function 5(0) has an interesting property: any function <p(z) regular in |z| <1 has a Stolz limit (that is to say, a limit along every nontangential path) at almost every point z = e'e of a set £ of positive measure, if and only if S(0) is finite almost everywhere in £(6).
The inequalities (1.6) and (2.5) imply r > 1.
U2t
-\ 1/r / n 2t \ 1/r S'(e)dd\ £*'«{] \ffl\Tde\ -This inequality, however, is not new, and when written in the form
holds for any positive r(7), provided that <p(z) is of the class H', that is to say that (6) For the necessity of this condition see Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [7] . The sufficiency was recently proved by Spencer [9] .
(•) The inequalities (2.6) and (2.7) are equivalent on account of the very well known theorem of M. Riesz concerning conjugate functions. See M. Riesz [8] or A. Zygmund [12. p. 147]. The latter book will in the sequel be quoted TS.
(7) See Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [7] . [March /i 2* 0 4>(peie) Ydd = 0 (1) asp->l.
Still another application of the function g* will be given in §2. 3. Passing on to the proof of the theorem, let us take r¡ = 1/2, so that from now on fis = fii/2,9.
Thus the points of the region Q,¿ complementary to ßo satisfy the inequalities
where a is a positive constant whose numerical value is of no interest to us. 
say. Hence the inequality (1.6) will be a consequence of the inequalities
Proving (3.5) will be our main task. Although, as was stated above, the inequality (3.4) is not new (cf. (2.7)), and its proof may be found in another paper, the knowledge of that paper is not indispensable here. The proofs of (3.4) and (3.5) run in parallel, and the argument which gives (3.5) completed by remarks will also give (3.4).
It will be necessary to consider a generalization of the integral G(6) (cf.
(3.3)). Plainly^), 1/2 SC\ f dp f I <,'(&><"-•>) ¡" -1
It is also easy to see that the last expression may not exceed Cag* (6) . Let a be any number greater than 1. We introduce the function r1 r \ <t>'(pei(e+t)) I2
GM =G,(d;<b) = dpo" \ -!-r-,--¿¿.
•/o •>iîiè«s Mr
4. We require a few lemmas. 
This lemma is also known (10) . For the applications we shall need it in a slightly more general form, which is easily deducible from (4.2).
Lemma 2'. Let f(9) be of period 2ir and of the class Lk, k>l, and let fk*(6) = max -I \f(6 + u)\kdu for any fixed £(9),
The proof given below is a modification of a proof given in Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [7, p. 475 ] . This is an opportunity to correct a minor slip there. The sentence "It should be observed • ■ • ,* on p. 478, line 7, should be deleted. This does not affect the argument. Integrating by parts the inner integral in the last part of (4.6), and rejecting negative terms we may write
If (r is restricted to the range 1 <<r;£2, the only case which will be needed later, then c: ú c/(c -i).
áC;5M-i4xN I/Uöj gC.'Mi I \<t>(e')\dd\ (cf. (4.7) and (1.3)). From this and (4.5) the inequality (4.4). follows at once.
In particular, if a = 2, we get (3.5) for r ^ 2.
say. Here
If hs(u) denotes the characteristic function of the interval (-aS, aô), then
and arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3 (the argument even simplifies now, for unlike in (4.8) no integration by parts is necessary) we get (3.4) for r Sï 2. It remains to prove (3.4) and (3.5) for Krá2.
The inequality (4.4) is proved for <r>l and for all X^2.
Let <p(z) be regular in | z| < 1 and of the class 27", where 1 < p < 2.
We assume temporarily that <p(z) has no zeros in |z| <1, and set (5.1) * = **"■, so that <¡>"=\p2, and
Moreover, Hence, integrating both sides of (5.3) over the interval 0^p<l,
úCMu 6 I 8 dp J |i>'(p« )| |*| A, which may be written G.(8; <f>) ^ CMl/"-1(8)G^(9; $) or (5.7) G>; <!>) ^ CM2r(0)GC'(ö; *).
So far the value of k has not been specified, except that it is to be less than 2. If we wish to apply Lemma 3 to G,>, we have to assume that <r'>l.
Let us take k = 2/p, a = 2 in (5.6). This gives a' = n > 1.
Let us now integrate both sides of (5.7) over the interval O^0^27r, and let us apply Holder's inequality to the right-hand side. We get (cf. (4.4) and
^(e* ) | ¿0 = A, j | 4>(e ) \*d8.
Comparing the extreme terms of these inequalities, and taking account of (3.7), we deduce the inequality (3.5) for 1 < r(-p) < 2.
The proof of (3.4) in the case l<r<2 has some features in common with the proof of (3.5), but is much simpler. We consider the decomposition S2= U2+ V2 of section 4. The argument used for U holds true when Kr^2. In order to estimate V, we assume that </>(z) has no zeros inside the unit circle, and set <p=i21". Then (cf. (5.2)) V(d) = Í f dp f | <t>'(pe«°+'>) \2dt\
where M\ (9) is defined by (5.4) with k = \ (cf. also Lemma 2). Applying
Holder's inequality, we see that
| ^(e )\d6 = D" I I ¿(e ) | "d0. Let, for a moment, <p(z) denote awy analytic function regular in |z| <1 (so that the real part of <f>(z) need not be a Poisson integral).
Let us assume that there is a set E of points 0 such that <p(z) tends to a finite limit as z->ei9, 0£2?, along any nontangential path. It has been shown that, under these circumstances, the function g(0) is finite for almost every 0£E(16).
It is easy to see that for every 0££,
This follows from the Cauchy formula (") Littlewood and Paley [5] .
(u) See Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [7] .
(") Loc. cit.
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where r, denotes the circle with center at the point peie and of radius (1 -p)/2. Thus, for every 0££, the existence of g (8) and it obviously satisfies the inequality h(0) = g(6).
We shall require the following property of the function h(9). Lemma 1. Suppose that the constant term of the Fourier series of the function fE.Lr, r>i,is equal to 0. Then
In view of the inequality h^g, Lemma 1 is a slight strengthening of the first inequality in (1.1). It must however be added that, except for a minor modification, the proof given here of Lemma 1 is merely a repetition of the Littlewood-Paley proof of the first inequality (1.1). There is one more function which we shall consider. Let 0<j;<1 be a fixed number and let ß9=fi,,8 be the domain limited by the tangents from the point c'9 to the circle |z| =v and by the more distant arc of that circle. If <p(z) is any function regular in |a| <1, we shall consider the expression (") Littlewood and Paley [5] .
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The denominator here exceeds Cm6, and the absolute value of the numerator { } does not exceed the larger of the numbers ô2 and 2p sin2 M + 2(l+p2) •sin2 (m/2)^3m2. For ô^u^t the numerator does not numerically exceed 3m2, proving (2.6).
Let us now fix 0 and set 
the right-hand side of (2.7) does not exceed C¡x2 (9) and Lemma 4 is established.
3. Passing to the proof of Lemma 1, we may assume that the function f(p, 6) is harmonic in a circle of radius greater than 1, for otherwise instead of/ (0) Since the integral of F{z)F\{z)z~l taken along the circle |z| =p<l is 0, we get fVUUidB =fl'VVlde, flTUVid0=-flTU1Vde. Here we use the second of these formulas with U+iV = ue+ivQ, U\-\-iVi = «*+ iv*. The first of these formulas will be used in (3.7).
We also note that /> 2t I /» 2ir J n 2i wp« *d0 = -I veve*dd = -I «»«¿"¿O.
From (3.2), (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) and from the inequalities
we deduce where jjo is a positive absolute constant less than 1, and ß"0,a is the region defined in section 1.
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In order to estimate V, we note that for every function X(x) having a continuous second derivative in a closed interval (a, b), This implies the inequality \V\ë I (1 -p)p~21 fe(p, e + t)+ fe(P, e-t) -2/,(p, 0) |"dp J Pt # _ + (i -p)p-21 /(p, 0 + t) + f(P, e-t) -2f(P, e) | dp Then, obviously, V2 = 41 ~ftPt, e + t)+ ftpt, e-t)-2ftPt, e) I f (1 -p)dp j ft + 4 f (1 -p)dp f I f,(R, 6 + t)+ 7,(2?, 0 -t) -2f"(R, = 2 f (i -p) 17,(p, e + t)+ up, e-t)-2fp(P, e) I dp.
Since l/2^p¡^l, we see that ^21 does not exceed a fixed multiple of V3. Similarly, taking into account that fp= -fe/p, we notice that the expression 722 does not exceed a fixed multiple of V\. Thus, on account of (4.7) and (4. The "high-indices" theorem of Hardy and Littlewood asserts that if a lacunary series is summable A, it is convergent.
We shall prove the following parallel result. For from Theorem 1 we see that CO Tl | a, cos ra"0 + b, sin w.,0 | for every 9CUE, and it is sufficient to apply the very well known theorem of Lusin and Denjoy concerning the absolute convergence of trigonometric seriesC).
It is well known that the harmonic function 00 T") (a, cos n,6 + ô» sin »,0)pn» »-1 tends to a finite limit along almost every radius, provided the sum ~Z(a2,-\-b\) is finite. Theorem 2 shows that unless we assume that S(|o,|+|6,|)< + 00, that convergence is almost always "bad." Summability | ^41 of the series (1.1) is equivalent to the finiteness of the integral for almost every point 0 at which «(z) has a nontangential limit. That this is the best possible result is shown by the following theorem. Such a function may be constructed either as a lacunary series or by averaging power series whose coefficients have rather smooth absolute values but random signs. The latter method suggests the problem of the effect of a random change of the signs of the coefficients upon the behavior of the function IF(p, 0). The following result gives an answer. Proof. We note that if P(s) = X pier"", 0 < pi < P2 < • • • , is a finite sum, then (2.4) F(s) =. 2W0*«î) = X akP(\ks).
Let us set p(s) = er<" -e~ßs, where 0<ct<ß, for example, a=l, ß = 2. This function increases as s increases from 0 to a certain value <r = a(a, ß), and later on decreases as s->+ °°. Moreover p(0)=p(+ °o) = 0. Let us set P(s) = {p(os)/p(a)}x, where 2? is a positive integer to be determined later. Hence P(l) = l. The larger R is, the steeper is the peak at 5 = 1. Obviously Xlf^l =2R/pR(a).
Let Ik denote the interval (q~il2\kl, q112^^1), so that no two 7's overlap. The total variation of P(Kks) over the interval Ik is the same as the variation of P(s) over the interval (g~1/2, q112). If m^k, the variation of P(Xm5) over 7* is the same as the variation of P(s) over the interval (Xm^^Xr1, X^^Xr1). This follows at once if we multiply out A2,(9), replace cos2 v9 and sin2 v9 by (1 + cos 2v9)/2, and use the fact that the Fourier coefficients of the characteristic function of the set E tend to 0. Since \ ßldß^ maxpV \ ßndd, Je e Je we see that lim inf /bí3"í20 = |e| /2, which proves (5.4).
It is clear that Lemma 5 might be generalized in various ways, but this is of no interest to us.
